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MESSAGE FROM OUR CEO, KRIS LINDAHL:

After a month of volatile consolidation, BTC has retaken the higher ground above $50,000. Just imagine that a mere year ago it
traded as low as nearly $4,000. For certain, Covid strapped a pair of rocket boosters on its adoption, with eBay now also planning
to accept Bitcoin, preparing to join PayPal and Mastercard in receiving the crypto as payment on its path to mainstream adoption.
Short-term BTC is in a rising tide of accumulation during a consolidation or pause phase at current levels. We see this as an
intermission to refresh the tank with its paradigm-shifting process of becoming the world’s benchmark digital-reserve asset.

With a stellar 2021 to-date, Bitcoin and Ethereum are at an inflection point. Still in their early days as new technologies, yet the top 2
cryptocurrencies by market cap seem to have already won their adoption battles, one as the main hub for decentralized finance
(DeFi) and the other as a digital version of gold. Meanwhile, a not-so-new contender in crypto catapulted up 475% last month amidst
a flurry of celebrity endorsements, despite its jovial origins DOGE has become a legitimate contender as a future digital micro
payment technology. A musing as I purchased a beverage from a small bar in Switzerland recently with Doge coin only to discover
from a fellow customer that KFC Canada will now officially let you purchase some fried chicken with the meme coin – now that’s
finger lickin good! A series of surreal and supportive tweets this year from the real Martian – Elon Musk – certainly has not hurt its
marketing. Never mind the moon, Doge coin to Mars.

The catalyst for the rapid increase in Crypto adoption in the past year was confirmed in April, as the United States Bureau of Labour
Statistics released its “Producer Price Index” report showing a 4.2% year-on-year increase in PPI, the highest since September
2011. Logically, smart money and its corporations have been seeking ways to protect their cash reserves from U.S. dollar
debasement following the astronomical $6 trillion in stimulus money that poured into the U.S. economy over the course of the
ongoing pandemic. Bitcoin’s finite and deflationary supply was an inevitable check mate as cash has become trash.

Let us be perfectly clear about this, The Fed and its global cash dollar is pursuing a policy whose objective is to have investments in
cash lose money in real terms for the foreseeable future! As a result, hedge funds, and companies such as Square, Tesla and
MicroStrategy, have deliberately moved cash into BTC now rather than have guaranteed losses on cash held on their balance
sheets. Paypal and Square alone are estimated to be buying on behalf of their customers all the 900 new bitcoins created each day.
The market has spoken, crypto is the most profitable investment on planet Earth – never mind Mars. Warren Buffett famously called
BTC ‘rat poison’, and good old Warren was likely right, BTC is rat poison, and the real rat is Cash.

about:blank
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Musk Confirms He Owns
BTC, Has Not Sold Any —
Tesla Intends to Hold BTC
Long Term, Sold Some to
Prove Liquidity

Tesla CEO Elon Musk has
confirmed that he owns bitcoin
and has not sold any of his
holdings. His company Tesla,
however, has sold some of its
bitcoins, which Musk says it’s
“essentially to prove liquidity of
bitcoin.” Tesla believes in the
value of bitcoin and will keep
holding the cryptocurrency long
term as well as accumulating
from car sales

IMF: Global Financial
Stability Report, Pre-
empting a Legacy of

Vulnerabilities

Actions taken during the
pandemic may have
unintended consequences
such as stretched valuations
and rising financial
vulnerabilities. The recovery is
also expected to be
asynchronous and divergent
between advanced and
emerging market economies.
Given large external financing
needs, several emerging
markets face challenges.

Coinbase Stock Debuts on
NASDAQ

Coinbase is hitting the public
market as a record amount of
cash pours into
cryptocurrencies and tech
investors are thirsty for high-
growth stories.

Snowflake, Palantir, DoorDash,
Airbnb and Roblox have all
gone public in the past six
months and have market
capitalizations ranging from
$45 billion to $106 billion.

JPMorgan to Let Clients
Invest in Bitcoin Fund for
First Time Sources Say

JPMorgan Chase is preparing
to offer an actively managed
bitcoin (BTC) fund to certain
clients, becoming the latest,
largest and – if its CEO’s well-
documented distaste for
bitcoin is any indication –
unlikeliest U.S. mega-bank to
embrace crypto as an asset

class.

“If you can’t beat them, join
them”

eBay Looking Into Crypto
Payment Option

eBay CEO Jamie Iannone has
said the online shopping
platform was looking into new
payments options for
customers.

Cryptocurrencies were among
the new payment option
methods the company is
looking into. The e-commerce
firm is also exploring ways to
utilize non-fungible tokens
(NFTs), Iannone said.
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https://news.bitcoin.com/elon-musk-owns-bitcoin-has-not-sold-any-tesla-hold-btc-long-term-sold-to-prove-liquidity/
https://www.imf.org/en/Publications/GFSR/Issues/2021/04/06/global-financial-stability-report-april-2021
https://www.cnbc.com/2021/04/14/coinbase-to-debut-on-nasdaq-in-direct-listing.html
https://www.coindesk.com/jpmorgan-to-let-clients-invest-in-bitcoin-fund-for-first-time-sources
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/ebay-looking-crypto-payment-option-161431149.html
http://www.digitalfuturecapital.com/
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TOP 10 DIGITAL CURRENCY SUMMARY APRIL

Source: coincodex.com Data from Friday 30th April 2021

Insert Coincodex Monthly Chart
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DFC employ a proprietary Quantitative Algorithm, named
NikolinTM, providing global market leading cryptocurrency
forecasts.

It utilises a mathematical triangulation of both fundamental
and technical analysis, in combination with statistical
arbitrage.

Here we share select high-level NikolinTM forecasts and
analysis for Bitcoin, the largest digital currency by market
capitalisation.

These forecasts are subject to the most recent market data
and are for educational purposes only – it is not financial
guidance or advice.
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NIKOLIN™ FORECAST: BITCOIN
Currently, our analysis is conducted on the Kraken exchange. Please be aware that prices may vary between exchanges.

Review of Past Monthly Insight (April) – Bullish Consolidation Confirmed

April has been an unusually volatile period for Bitcoin, as per the April forecast, we observed
consolidation in the first week of the month, and a continued attempt at new ATHs in the second.
Following a record breaking amount of Bitcoin liquidations after a failed attempt at a breakout, we
saw the secondary, lower likelihood scenario unfold with support being found at $47K.

Short-term (1-4 weeks) – Bullish

Probabilities favour continued consolidation in the first week of May, with buyers likely to make an
attempt at $58-61K. Should this scenario unfold, we can anticipate a brief corrective period prior to a
large bullish advancement to continue into the summer months. Should the bulls fail to sustain the
$58-61K range, a period of sideways corrective movement is likely to occur. Should this scenario
unfold, we can expect large bullish advancement in the Alt Markets to continue further.

Medium-term (1-3 Months) –Bullish

The market is entering a statistically bullish period for the next 3 months, probability favours price
discovery towards $100k, with the first meaningful downside to occur in Q3 2021. As global adoption
of cryptocurrency is well underway, we anticipate any downside in the medium term to be buying
opportunities.

Long-term (3-12 months) – Bullish

The fundamentals surrounding Bitcoin are exceptionally strong at the moment, and we anticipate a
major bull run towards $100k+ in the next 12 months.

http://www.digitalfuturecapital.com/
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The Fear and Greed Index to the right is an apt indicator of market sentiment to
gauge investment timing.

There are two simple assumptions:

Extreme fear (0) could indicate that investors are in a state of panic, leading
to oversold price conditions.

Extreme Greed (100) the market may be in Euphoria, leading to overbought
conditions.

Analysis:
A polarising April has given the market a brief pause to determine
what the next move should be.

Following a Greed laden first quarter of the year, we saw many traders
expecting the euphoric wave to continue - increasing their levels of
leverage and eagerly awaiting the upside breakout. Meanwhile, the
market has primarily consolidated in a volatile sideways range,
shaking out weak hands.

We can expect the Bulls to return shortly after this consolidation
period likely concludes this month.

Source: alternative.me
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https://alternative.me/crypto/fear-and-greed-index/
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CRYPTO LONGS VS. SHORTS
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Analysis of the Bitcoin Long Vs Short positions is an indication where investors are
placing their capital.

HODL’ers around the world repeating the mantra, ‘Diamond Hands’ whilst
the ‘Paper Hands’ get shaken out.

BTC Longs outweigh Shorts: 1 : 14.6

ETH Shorts outweigh Longs: 1 : 1.35

Despite the April volatility, we have not seen a dramatic decline in the
number of long positions in Bitcoin. The overall Bullish market sentiment
remains.

In last months Market Insights, we explored the relationship between
Ethereum Long Positions and the ETH2.0 Staking Options. We are seeing
a continued decline in ETH exchange balances across major exchanges,
congruent with ETH2.0 staking services.

Although now the number of Short Positions outweigh the number of
Longs, it still pales in comparison to the number of ETHs which are locked
in staking, securing the network upgrades to come in the eagerly
anticipated ETH2.0 system.

Data from Friday 30th April 2021
TradingView symbol: BTCUSDLONGS, ETHUSDSHORTS, ETHUSDLONGS, BTCUSDSHORTS,
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TRADITIONAL STOCK MARKET OVERVIEW: NEUTRAL
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Analysis of the Traditional Stock Markets provide an indication of the state
of the world economy and any correlations to crypto market price action.

A brief overview of the selected markets:

• Gold (XAUUSD): a historical “safe haven” asset – typically 
climbs during times of crisis.

• Crude Oil (UKOIL): Indicator of economic activity; fall in prices 
reduces the cost of production and sales for 
businesses. 

• FTSE100  (UKX): UK macro economic business index.
• S&P500 (SPX) US macro economics business index.
• SSE (000001): Shanghai  Stock Exchange – Chinese macro 

economics
• JPX (NI225): Japanese Exchange Group – Japanese macro 

economics

Data from Friday 30th April 2021

Market ID Price Comments Month Ahead

Gold/USD 1769.8 Gold (and Silver) are lagging behind in the commodity world as the prices of
lumber, corn and oil have all made large bullish advancements to price-in
inflation. Gold has in fact managed to sustain some gains in April, giving rise to
likely bullish advancement over the next few months as those investors still
sceptical of Bitcoin are attracted to a more physical means of storing wealth.

Bullish 

Brent
Crude

66.75 Crude oil has staged a bullish advance this past month, price inflation has been
fairly consistent with the greater commodity market reacting to inflationary woes.
However, this advancement looks to be an upside corrective ‘relief rally’. Looking
for one more leg down to the $58 range before the bulls can advance further.

Corrective

UKX 6969.8 The FTSE100 has been continuing a path to recovery. A strong monthly close fast
approaching the Pre-Covid levels seen in 2019. Lower Time frames are showing
signs of the rally slowing down, consistent with inching closer to a major
resistance area at 7280. Bullish for at least 2 more months before looking for
some corrective downside.

Bullish 

SPX 4185.7 The euphoric delusion of US market is poised to continue for as long as the US
Federal Reserve continues it’s Government Bond Buying programmes.
Comparing the SPX growth against the Fed Balance Sheet shows that the SPX is
in fact hardly growing against monetary debasement. Economic outlook and
changes to Fed policy will dramatically effect the future of the US market
sentiment.

Cautiously 
Bullish 

SSE 3441.6 The Chinese Markets have been in a stasis this month amid further tensions
between the East and West markets. Despite the tensions, the Chinese market
continue to attract new foreign investment, netting $46.7Bn in the first quarter
alone. We can expect the Chinese market to continue to new heights as the Red
Dragon continues to invest in Digital Technologies and Currency.

Bullish 

JPX 28812.6 A state of emergency on Japan declared in Tokyo, Osaka and several other
regions as a 4th wave of Covid-19 has halted a bullish advancement in its tracks.
From a multiyear high, we can expect the Japanese market to correct
considerably whilst the ongoing emergency unfolds. Critical support at 24449.

Corrective

Source: CNN Fear and Greed Index

Insert Traditional Market FGI
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BLOCKCHAIN BASICS: DOGECOIN, THE SHIBA SENSATION
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Dogecoin (DOGE) has been making headlines across the globe recently. DOGE price action has (once again) been 
making astronomical moves upward as Altcoin season reignites in the Crypto-ecosystem.

It may come as a surprise to some, but Dogecoin is in fact one of the oldest functioning cryptocurrencies. In 2013, 
Software Engineers Jackson Palmer and Billy Markus created DOGE to satirize the growth of altcoins by making the 
doge internet meme into a cryptocurrency. While it was birthed as a joke, it actually led to some practicality as it’s 
large supply and low price facilitated efficient micro-tipping for content on social media.

The Dogecoin protocol is a hardfork of Litecoin, a Scrypt based Proof-of-Work Blockchain. DOGE is mined every 60 
seconds with a 10,000 DOGE block reward, making it one of the fastest blockchains for transaction speed. 
However, unlike Litecoin (or Bitcoin) there is no cap to the supply of coins and thus the coin can inflate infinitely.

That equates to 14.4million DOGE are mined every single day! (approximately $3.8 million at today’s price of 
$0.27). 

Dogecoin has also some of the highest wealth concentrations in Crypto. A single DOGE Whale wallet owns up to 
28% of the entire circulating supply (although some have speculated that Trading Platform Robinhood is this whale 
as users do not own their private keys), and up to 46% of the total supply is owned by 11 wallets.

Know your Meme: 
Doge (pronounced /ˈdoʊdʒ/ DOHJ) is a slang 
term for "dog" that is primarily associated with 
pictures of Shiba Inus (nicknamed "Shibe") and 
internal monologue captions.

On February 23rd, 2010, Japanese kindergarten 
teacher Atsuko Sato posted several photos of her 
rescue-adopted Shiba Inu dog Kabosu to her 
personal blog. Among the photos included a 
peculiar shot of Kabosu sitting on a couch while 
glaring sideways at the camera with raised 
eyebrows (depicted below)

The images of Kabosu made their way onto 
Reddit, the rest is history!

Despite the relatively high rate of coin inflation, lack of total supply cap and 
concentration of wealth, the enigmatic DOGE remains a hot topic on internet 
sub—culture, occasionally mentioned on Twitter by high profile celebrities as 
Snoop Dogg, and Elon Musk.

The Shiba sensation has captured the imagination of a new generation of crypto 
enthusiasts and investors alike, climbing up to 7th place on the Coinmarketcap
rankings, humoursly placing itself among the elite projects in Cryptocurrency. 

https://coinmarketcap.com/


BEHIND THE BLOCKCHAIN: EIP-1559, EVOLUTION OF ETHEREUM
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Ethereum Creator, 
Vitalik Buterin

What is EIP-1559?
Firstly, EIP simply stands for ‘Ethereum Improvement Proposal’. 
Open source software like Ethereum allows for anyone to submit 
improvement proposals to the blockchain, they are then carefully 
inspected for suitability by the Core Development Team, and tested 
prior to going live on the Main-net. 

EIP-1559 was first proposed by Vitalik Buterin in 2018 and is the most 
anticipated upgrade in Ethereum’s history, the full details of the 
upgrade can be found on Github

The Simple Summary, by Vitalik:
“[EIP-1559 is] a transaction pricing mechanism that includes fixed-per-
block network fee that is burned and dynamically expands/contracts 
block sizes to deal with transient congestion.”
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Two Key Improvements Explained:
1) No More ‘Single Fee’

Instead, there are two fees. One is called Base fee, and the second one is called 
Inclusion fee, or a tip for the miners. The base fee is burned, while the inclusion fee (tip) 
goes to the miners.

2) Elastic Block Sizes
Block sizes are now dynamic and will increase or decrease depending on the state of the 
network congestion. The maximum gas limit per block will now be 25 million, which is 2x 
the current gas limit per block of 12.5 million. However, the target gas limit per block will 
be kept at 12.5 million, but in the state of transient congestion, bigger blocks will be 
used to accumulate more transactions.
(Gas refers to the unit that measures the amount of computational effort required to 
execute specific operations on the Ethereum network, Gas Fees are extra ETH paid to 
miners to fast track transactions over the blockchain)

This upgrade is expected to go live in July this year, the implications of EIP-1559 are potentially monumental. The current limitations of ETH, 
namely high transaction fees and network, are being met head on. Although this upgrade won’t cure the network bloat, as it’s not a scaling 
fix (ETH2.0 is designed to combat the scaling issues) it’s certainly a big step forward in network efficiency. 

Currently, users on the ETH blockchain pay Gas Fees to expediate their transactions, this “First Price-Auction” model has now been proven 
to be ineffective and costly to users, especially during high volume periods. The new Base Fee structure (with a Block Inclusion Fee) is set to 
reduce costs, create a more predictable processing time and create a deflationary mechanism into each transaction.

This is HUGE for the Ethereum Tokenomics, come July, every ETH transaction will reduce the base supply of Ethereum – therefore, may 
drive the price upward!

https://github.com/ethereum/EIPs/blob/master/EIPS/eip-1559.md?ref=hackernoon.com
http://www.digitalfuturecapital.com/
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ABOUT DIGITAL FUTURE CAPITAL

Click Here
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DISCLAIMER
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“Cryptocurrency Market Insight” (the report) by Digital Future Capital (DFC) is a report focusing on cryptocurrency, blockchain and fintech projects. Information published in 
the report aims to inform and educate the public about developments in the market for the rapidly emerging cryptocurrency industry.

All content that is published is for informational / educational purposes only and no content is intended to be a recommendation for making financial transactions or 
investments. We do not provide financial advice and are not responsible for losses in the market 

• We have made every reasonable effort to ensure that the information in the report is accessible, accurate and up-to-date, but subject to technical problems, errors and 
inaccurate information may occur. 

• Investing in cryptocurrency and technology companies involves considerable risk. To understand the risk you are exposed to, we recommend that you perform your own 
analyses and seek advice from an independent and approved financial advisor before deciding to take action. Investments also have tax consequences that you must take 
responsibility for investigating and living.

• We disclaim any responsibility for expenses, losses (both direct and indirect) or damage arising from, or in any way related to, the use of information in this report. You, 
the user, are fully responsible for your own investment activities. 
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Empowering Economic Evolution

http://www.digitalfuturecapital.com/
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